Drawing on fieldwork with Dalit movements in Tamil Nadu, this paper focuses on often neglected aspects of activism. A pervasive lack of resources has rendered Tamil Dalit movements overly incident-sensitive: reacting to caste atrocities rather than pursuing a positive agenda. Movement leaders, thus, concentrate on community-building by means of exclusive rhetoric that is, at times, divorced from the day-to-day concerns of their constituents. High profile events and fiery speeches attract attention and foster collective identity, but are only part of a wider struggle in which the more mundane and everyday aspects of struggle -establishing strong networks, chasing up officials, seeking alternate sources of employment and so on -may be most effective. Changing caste relations, it is argued, requires continual commitment rather than episodic protest. This challenges what we mean by 'movement success' and 'activism'.
Sankar's tale is instructive on several counts: firstly, in demonstrating untouchability within and between untouchable castes (Sankar is a Pallar, the most developed untouchable community in Tamilnadu, whilst the scavenger is from the least developed Chakkiliyar caste) it illustrates how hierarchical and divisive caste is; secondly, it conveys the banal and routinised ways in which caste boundaries are maintained even in 'progressive' families; and finally it demonstrates how activist intervention can question taken-for-granted forms of behaviour, erode embodied and institutionalised bases of discrimination and refashion the socio-political landscape (cf. Featherstone, this volume).
The postscript intimates some of the multiple consequences endured by activists: they may fracture friendships, face social disapproval and confront resistance within their own families (cf. Donner, this volume). It touches on the ways in which activism can come to inform everyday life, but also bears witness to the imperfect join between daily routines and activist identities which is a recurrent theme of papers in this volume. Despite all his ideals, Sankar's family acted in much the same way as his neighbours and would have denied water to the girl without his intervention.
The focus of this paper is on 'activist routines'; it teases out the interplay between daily life and political engagement and reflects on the implications for social struggle. At issue here is what movements define as 'success ' and, by implication, what forms of activism might achieve this. In 2000, following anti-capitalist demonstrations in London, an anonymous author (or collective) reflected on the limitations of direct action by self-professed 'activists'. The result was the much cited invocation to 'give up activism', which wrestled with the complex questions confronting radical protestors. The article did not advocate abandoning political struggle, but it problematised how social transformation was to be achieved. It challenged the political efficacy of isolated vanguards and questioned the utility of specific 'actions' against systems of exchange and interaction such as capitalism (or caste). The article opined that activists have become mired within outmoded repertoires of action to such a degree that 'the supposedly revolutionary activity of the activist is a dull and sterile routine -a constant repetition of a few actions with no potential for change' (Anonymous, 2000; cf. Liu, this volume) .
Whilst differences between movements of the global North and South are significant (Wood, 2005) , the self-reflective analysis of marginal protestors in London resonates for activists on the fringes of the 'periphery'. Dalit campaigners confront the pressing questions of material need, access to essentials, employment and political recognition, but they also grapple with questions of identity, dignity, authenticity and representation. however, the compulsions of electoral politics have arguably led them to prioritise set-piece public actions (Pai, 2002; Gorringe, 2005 ). An emphasis on demands and injustices has seen greater weight given to the product rather than the process of protest, but the two cannot so easily be divorced. 'the DPI has not done much for us and has not been able to do anything for us ' (Group Interview, Vadianpatti 20 March 1999) . 'Only if people from the DPI or Government offer us support', Chandran concurred, 'will we be able to do anything. But they are not doing anything' (ibid.). Kamaraj, a DPI activist who was present during the discussion, took issue with this analysis, defended the movement and urged the villagers to do more for themselves, but the local Dalits insisted that the DPI could (and should) do more by way of demonstrations or protests to support their case.
In Vadianpatti, despite (and in part because of) the DPI building, untouchability is rampant:
If we go to get our hair cut they say "don't show your head around here", if we go to get our clothes ironed they threaten to burn us with irons … we have been trying to obtain our land deeds from the Here, for instance, Dalits had their demands accepted, only to find that the land promised to them by state authorities has not translated into title deeds When they abandoned caste duties they anticipated more support but the DPI activists who visited the village to establish an outpost have moved on.
Lacking land or influential social networks, they find that their options have been foreclosed by social boycotts and casteist retaliation forcing them to commute long distances for manual labour. Indeed the local DPI 'coordinator' was away harvesting sugar-cane. Rather than describing Panther activism as empowering, therefore, it is perhaps best conceived as rendering power visible by challenging taken-for-granted modes of existence and suggesting alternatives (Melucci, 1988 
Routine Activism?
The sarcastic evaluation was only partly unfair. The DPI were very effective highlighting abuses, filing court cases, protesting and raising awareness. To this end they held demonstrations, hunger-fasts and rallies. On occasion they blocked roads and railways, felled trees and stoned buses and above all they sought to establish movement outposts in ever more locations (especially having determined to contest elections). In this, the DPI was a model of 'normal' politics in Tamil Nadu. Each village, urban enclave or public square contains visible markers of political affiliation, with the flags and emblems of political parties being particularly prominent. In seeking to contest the hegemony of established politics, the DPI mimicked the modus operandi of their adversaries and held flag-raising ceremonies up and down the state.
These occasions were significant in both material and symbolic terms (Gorringe, 2005) , but they were transient events; public performances that needed to be built on if they were to have lasting impact. Thirumavalavan, DPI leader, had an exhausting itinerary and often spent days on the road flitting from one flag-raising to the next. A rolling stone, however, gathers no moss and the danger, in the words of an unkind critic, was that the DPI was building a movement of 'banners, not organisation' (Ratnam, Speech 01
November 1999). The example of Vadianpatti (above) lends weight to this accusation and suggests that the extent of the movement may come at the expense of its depth.
The DPI riposte to this accusation was two-fold. Firstly, that they were run on a shoe-string and lacked the resources to organise systematically. This approach frequently engendered a violent BC backlash as a consequence of which proactive anti-caste movements were forced into 're-activism' (Sami, this volume). The demands for land, reservations and government action, thus, were frequently absent on platforms condemning another atrocity. The DPI, in other words, was issue based but incident sensitive:
highlighting atrocities and violence took precedence over organisation building and the establishment of a sustained presence in each locality. Hastily arranged reactive events produced staged performances and public demonstrations that were every bit as sterile and ineffective as days of action 'against capitalism'.
Organising for Change
This conclusion is not news to Thirumavalavan. I suggested that Dalits in
Vadianpatti and Kodankipatti had imperilled their safety by allying with the DPI and had then been neglected by the movement. The villagers in Kodankipatti, indeed, were hounded from their homes when caste relations disintegrated (Gorringe, 2005: 350) . His response was instructive:
If you ask how the minority areas will get protection -it is when the surrounding areas organise. When those people form organisations, then the minorities will be protected. Because this organisation [DPI] was constructed in Muduvarpatti, the Kodankipatti Dalits gain protection … or at least they gain asylum. It is due to this opportunity to seek shelter that they are putting up a fight in Kodankipatti and
Vadianpatti. Were Muduvarpatti not to come forward; were it to lack a movement; were that character to be absent from Muduvarpattithen there would be no capacity for resistance in Kodankipatti. The protection for minorities, therefore, depends on organisation (Thirumavalavan, Interview, 03 November 1999).
impeding organisational development, aspects of movement life suggest the insight into the necessity of organisation is often neglected. In the Madurai office of the DPI, thus, work on a poster was stalled whilst local activists tried to contact the leader. The lack of local decision-making capacity put too much strain on the leader and made the movement much less vibrant. This was reflected in the turnout for public protests at which the leader was not present.
Such occasions were drab and colourless affairs in which dutiful campaigners went through the motions without much enthusiasm.
Where the movement had set down roots, the merits of organisation were plain to see: In SMP Colony, a housing estate in Madurai, young affiliates had set up a tuition centre for Dalit children and had mobilised to prevent usurious money-lenders from entering the estate. In Vandiyur, by contrast -a suburb on the outskirts of Madurai -the DPI had wrested 40 housing lots designated for Scheduled Castes from a landlord who was illegally occupying them. This initial victory, however, was a pyrrhic one as land deeds had not been issued and so Dalits were effectively squatting on the land without access to water or electricity and facing constant harassment. One-off actions may secure concessions, but they rarely deliver durable change unless they are followed up and consolidated. 
Discussion
The cases presented above offer snapshots from the Dalit struggle against caste discrimination but they speak to a range of debates about the nature of activism. The social movement literature is replete with discussions of how activists might achieve social change. Given Tarrow's (1998) argument that violence is a resort of the resourceless, we might expect Dalit movements to employ such tactics. Gamson's assertion that 'unruly groups, those that use violence, strikes, and other constraints, have better than average success ' (1990: 87) , reinforces this position. The reality, however, is more complex.
Whilst violence may well be the preferential option of challenging groups, as Goldstone (2004: 344) observes, it is rarely employed by resource-poor activists who 'have little means for effective disruption or violence'. Indeed, caste violence in Tamil Nadu mostly affects the poorest, and Dalit disruption has often alienated supporters and incurred a disproportionate response (Gorringe, 2005 ).
Gamson's definition of 'success', thus, needs to be scrutinised. His account distinguishes between two main outcomes: recognition as legitimate actors and obtaining new gains (1990: 28-9) . In Tamil Nadu the adoption of unruly means is an established way of gaining recognition, but the price of recognition is the need to conform to recognised forms of politics that rarely challenge the status quo (cf. Chatterjee, 2004 ; also Dave, Donner, Liu, this volume). The DPI entered electoral competition on the back of disruptive tactics, but many in the movement regard this as a form of co-option that dilutes the movement's initial aims (Gorringe, 2007: 64) . Furthermore, an emphasis on violence obscures both the mechanisms facilitating force and its wider implications: following Goldstone (2004) it is clear that disruptive behaviour itself requires organisation. Whilst Dalits in Muduvarpatti disputed caste cases and offered protection to neighbours (even repelling attackers by force), those in Kodankipatti were hounded from home when they transgressed caste norms and those in Vadianpatti were ostracised.
The violence of the weak may be expressive but is rarely effective in instrumental terms and can isolate perpetrators from a wider constituency.
From this perspective 'the logic of numbers' is appealing and suggests, as Della Porta and Diani note, that 'social movements should seek to mobilise the greatest number of demonstrators possible. From this point of view, protest stands in for elections ' (1999: 174) . The DPI certainly buy into this logic and periodically organise large demonstrations of public support. The majority of rallies staged by the movement, however, were pitifully attended and dispiriting. Kamaraj, for instance, confided that one rally of 50 people had been a 'waste of time ' (Interview, 13 April 1999) .
In such scenarios, movement scholars often resort to the notion of 'empowerment' (Wagner & Cohen, 1991) as an intangible protest good. Dalits
here have rejected demeaning forms of work and endorsed radical Dalit politics but, as Kabeer (1999: 462) If 'bridge leaders' are informal community activists, bridging mechanisms are the means by which involvement is sustained, dialogues entered into and critiques articulated. These extend from the everyday activities of networking (hanging out together, going to the cinema, lending support to others) to the example of Sankar's intervention at the head of this paper. Both the expressive and instrumental forms of action are crucial in highlighting abuses, suggesting alternatives and reshaping the political terrain (Featherstone, this volume).
Combined, such actions can filter ideals into actual practice. This, ultimately, challenges what we think of as activism and who we conceive of as an activist (cf. Chari, this volume). Waving placards and shouting slogans are important aspects of the struggle against caste, but so too are challenging attitudes about others and sharing cups with scavengers. Were such actions to be co-ordinated they would strike at the relational bases of caste.
Concluding Remarks
In closing, thus, we return to the nagging dissonance between activist routines ('constant repetition of a few actions with no potential for change' (Anonymous, 2000) ) and the desire to transform social structures and modes of being. Sankar's intervention to secure drinking water for an untouchable child offers a window onto the debate. Simultaneously he reveals his failure to domesticate his politics and offers a glimpse of a more sustained and sustainable form of action that is not a distinct role to be discarded like a coat on returning home. In the words of an activist collective, it prefigures 'a politics that isn't left up to specialists, a politics that is not just relevant to but part of everyday life, a politics that doesn't look or feel like politics' (Notes from Nowhere Collective, 2004).
'Give up Activism' is not a call to abandon struggle nor a plea to prioritise practical over symbolic actions. Rather it is an invocation to rethink what we mean by the term 'activist' and, implicitly, how we conceive of 'success'.
Where 'activism' is conceived as a specialist role and sequestered off from everyday life, confined to periodic shows of force and a Quixotic tilting at the windmills of caste or capitalism it may be redundant or even counter-productive. What the evidence presented here suggests is that struggles against caste also need to be embedded in people's everyday lives, concerns and interactions. Neglecting the grassroots to focus on elections, thus, would be mistaken. Dalit parties tend to focus on 'power over' and highlight continuing abuses and forms of domination. In so doing, however, they can neglect the activist tasks of capacity building, articulating alternatives and rendering caste power visible in seemingly harmonious towns and villages.
Social change is not something that happens 'out there' but an ongoing process. Activism is not a day-job, in other words, and we should recognise and celebrate the incremental impact and value of quotidian forms of engagement.
